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Thanks for the ones attending today.
We had following action points to cover:
1. Jonas Kemper, API product manager from Digital Vault Services, introduced himself to the team as a new
member
- we agreed to set a separate session, with business and tech review, where to present the DVS Digital
Vault service functionality to the team
- Harri and Jonas to agree this in details before summer holidays (G12)
2. Gtee base template update is available at the working folder:
https://1drv.ms/u/s!AraI44MGEo7Bgl0tm8TYB7d_LxXx?e=xq0UPY as file at
https://1drv.ms/x/s!AraI44MGEo7BgmjdL2-nT2eLFdAF?e=z4HrNp
- we spent some 20 minutes to walk-through some of the first points of Hugo’s and Harri’s analysis on the
possible additions to the semantic model template on the counter-gtee case basis
- this walk-through will continue on the next meeting (G2.2)
3. The task list was updated
4. Harri showed the start of the more sophisticated JSON schema and sample case payload of the rental
gtee case (G4)
- the JSON schema study will be continued within a separate meeting in May by Gunnar (Enigio team),
Harri, Saila and Jonas (G4)
- there is still a lot of work to be done
5. Olli will invite counter-gtee case team to discuss the case in May (G5)
6. Saila to deliver key findings from the rental gtee review on the next meeting (G6)
7. Laura has update the Performance gtee case to new template with comments (G7)
- comments to be reviewed in the next meeting and discussion on the continuation to issuance
8. Gunnar is waiting for Swedish Customs to come back with some info on their gtee case (G8)
- work is on-going and will be reported later
9. Hugo will give short presentation on the ISDGP summary on the next meeting (G11)
- moved to next meeting
10. cases G2.1 and G7 was classified as “done”
11. Saila will start working with the DC template and will use Harri’s help as possibly needed
12. See you on the 25th of May!
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